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Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation:
Step 1: Create a repository
A Git repository, or repo, is a folder that you've told Git to
help you track file changes in. You can have any number of
repos on your computer, each stored in their own folder.
Step 2: Create a branch
Branch policies help teams protect their important branches of
development. Policies enforce your team's code quality and
change management standards.
Step 3: Add a build validation policy
When a build validation policy is enabled, a new build is
queued when a new pull request is created or when changes are
pushed to an existing pull request targeting this branch. The
build policy then evaluates the results of the build to
determine whether the pull request can be completed.
Scenario:
Implement a code flow strategy for Project2 that will:
Enable Team2 to submit pull requests for Project2.
Enable Team2 to work independently on changes to a copy of
Project2.
Ensure that any intermediary changes performed by Team2 on a
copy of Project2 will be subject to the same restrictions as
the ones defined in the build policy of Project2.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/repos/git/manageyour-branches
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A. Deploy an AWS Database Migration service (AWS DMS)
replication instance into AWS. Use AWS DMS to migrate the
servers.
B.
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C. Deploy the AWS Server Migration Service (AWS SMS) connector
into the on-premises environment.
Use AWS SMS to migrate the servers.
D.
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer is running an internal cloud and would like to have
the ability to activate and deactivate processor cores on their
E880 for peak processing periods throughout the year and to
help control cost.
Which feature is required?
A. Capacity Upgrade on Demand
B. Mobile Capacity on Demand
C. Enterprise Capacity Pools
D. Elastic Capacity on Demand
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Elastic Capacity on Demand (temporary)(formally known as On/Off
Capacity on Demand) provides short- term processor and memory
activation capability for fluctuating peak processing
requirements such as seasonal activity, period-end or special
promotions.
Incorrect Answers:
B: With Capacity on Demand from IBM Power Systems, it's easy to
activate dormant processor and memory resources within your
system, without taking your system or application down. Whether
your need is temporary or permanent; the solution is fast, it's
easy and it's available today.
References:
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/hardware/cod/offerings.html
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